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Dark matter axions: 

preliminary remarks 
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We suppose that axion-like dark matter interacts like the axion. 

The Peccei-Quinn theory introduces a new anomalous U(1) 

symmetry to the Standard Model along with a new 

pseudoscalar field which spontaneously breaks the symmetry 

at low energies, giving rise to an axion that suppresses the 

problematic CP violation.  
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Strong CP problem and dark matter 

Peccei&Quinn’77, Wiczeck’78, Weinberg’78 

The tilde denotes a dual tensor 
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First, we consider spin dynamics caused by generally 

accepted axion interactions and effects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second, we analyze new manifestations of axion-photon 

coupling. 

 A. J. Silenko, Fictitious oscillatory magnetic charges and electric 

dipole moments induced by axion-photon coupling, arXiv:2305.19703 
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The result of axion-gluon interactions is an oscillating 

EDM of a strongly interacting particle like a nucleon: 

The axion-photon interaction leads to mixing of electric 

and magnetic fields and results in the Lagrangian density 

Another contribution to the total Lagrangian density 

(Pospelov et al.) is defined by the gradient interaction 

(axion wind effect): 

M. Pospelov, A. Ritz, and M. Voloshin, Phys. Rev. D 78, 115012 

(2008); V. A. Dzuba, V. V. Flambaum, and M. Pospelov, Phys. Rev. D 

81, 103520 (2010). 

agg  
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    Particle spin dynamics caused by 

generally accepted axion 

interactions 
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The Lagrangian                    describing electromagnetic  

interactions of a Dirac particle with allowance for a 

pseudoscalar axion field is defined by 

The corresponding Hamiltonian in the Dirac representation 

reads 
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The relativistic Foldy-Wouthuysen Hamiltonian has the form 
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The terms describing the direct interaction with the axion field 

are given by 
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In the semiclassical approximation, the angular velocity of the 

spin rotation has the form 
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The newly added first term in             is three orders of 

magnitude larger than the second term. This fact significantly 

increases an importance of a search for a possible 

manifestation of the axion field in storage ring experiments. 

A. J. Silenko, Relativistic spin dynamics conditioned by 

dark matter axions, Eur. Phys. J. C 82, 856 (2022). 
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New manifestations of axion-photon 

coupling 
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q=ne – θe/2π  

If a non-zero vacuum angle θ is the only mechanism 

for CP violation, the electric charge of the monopole is 

exactly calculable and is –θe/2π, plus an integer: 

It has been found much later 
ChunJun Cao and A. Zhitnitsky, Axion detection via topological 

Casimir effect, Phys. Rev. D 96, 015013 (2017);  

A. Zhitnitsky, A few thoughts on  and the electric dipole moments, 

Phys. Rev. D 108, 076021 (2023). 

that  

Witten effect 
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There is also the new idea to use electric-magnetic duality 

to motivate the possible existence of non-standard axion 

couplings, which can both violate the usual quantization 

rule and exchange the roles of electric and magnetic fields 

in axion electrodynamics.  

In this case, an electrically charged particle acquires also 

a magnetic charge and becomes a dyon. 
B. Heidenreich, J. McNamara, and M. Reece, Non-standard 

axion electrodynamics and the dual Witten effect, arXiv: 

2309.07951 [hep-ph] (2023). 

We can use this idea and find equations of motion of a 

particle with electric and magnetic charges and dipole 

moments (dyon) in electromagnetic fields. 

A. J. Silenko, Equation of spin motion for a particle with 

electric and magnetic charges and dipole moments, arXiv: 

2309.04985 [hep-ph] (2023). 
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The Lorentz force F acting on the electric charge e and 

the Lorentz-like force F* acting on the magnetic charge 

e* are given by 

Equation of motion: 

An appearance of fictitious oscillatory magnetic charges 

and EDMs induced by axion-photon coupling has been 

recently proven in A. J. Silenko, Fictitious oscillatory 

magnetic charges and electric dipole moments induced 

by axion-photon coupling, arXiv: 2305.19703 [hep-ph] 

(2023). 
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The corresponding quantum-mechanical equation 

of spin motion has the form 
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Equation for the angular velocity of spin motion: 
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Summary 
 The relativistic spin dynamics caused by generally 

accepted axion interactions has been rigorously 
described 

 The direct axion-particle coupling (axion wind effect) 
results in the spin rotation about the radial axis 

 The distortion of any electromagnetic field by the 
axion field takes place. As a result, electric and 
magnetic fields acquire oscillating magnetic 
components, respectively. One can also use the 
equivalent approach based on introducing fictitious 
oscillating magnetic charges and EDMs in 
undistorted electromagnetic fields 
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